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  Teacher Guide 1

Kommt, lasst uns              Fröbel erleben!

TEACHER GUIDE  GABE | GIFT 1 - 6

Come, let‘s experience Froebel!

Lasst uns Fröbel spielen und neu erleben!

TEACHER GUIDE  GABE | GIFT 1 - 6

Let´s play and experience Fröbel – again!

 
QUICK-START 
GUIDE

Friedrich Wilhelm August Fröbel was  
one of the most important elementary 
pedagogues of the 19th century. He is 
known around the world as the founder 
of the first kindergarten in Germany.  
He invented the play gifts.

Start with play gift 1 and show the children the colourful woolen balls. Depending on 
the age of the children, you can let the balls swing, bounce and circle by themselves to 
enable the youngest ones to discover their first movements. Or, for example, sing a song  
or read a story with older children, to which they can make corresponding movements 
with the balls.

Experiencing the movements brings a first playful experience of physical facts.  
The directions of movement in the three dimensions:  
left-right; forwards-backwards; up-down; the phenomenon of „time“ (pendulum move-
ments); gravity (throwing up-down, inclined plane); cause-effect (bumping  pendulums); 
impulse effect (bumping against obstacle  return).

Start here with gift 3. Take the wooden box and the enclosed booklet out of the box and 
place both on the table. Now you can use the booklet to prepare the children step by step 
for playing with the gift. Friedrich Fröbel assigned the buildings to different forms:  
Forms of life - objects of everyday life; Forms of beauty - patterns or fantasy structures; 
Forms of cognition - direct mathematical relationships > axis- or rotation-symmetrical  
structures or divisibility rules.

All other booklets follow the same scheme.  
Just like the play gifts, the booklets also build  
on each other in their complexity. 
There are 8 different motif templates.

Awaken the children´s imagination and curiosity 
by giving them the opportunity to play free.  
You will be amazed at what happens when several 
gifts are used together or small toys are integrated.

On the first page you will find a  
short information about F. Fröbel 
as well as the explanation of the 
different forms.

The next page shows the contents  
of this box, all the parts and the 
quantity, as well as a storage scheme.

Continue with gift 2. Let the children touch the individual bodies . What do you feel when 
you hold the cube? What do you feel when you hold the ball? Discover the differences 
between the bodies together. Which one can roll, which one is particularly stable on the 
surface? Many exciting experiments can be done with the geometric bodies. You can find 
more ideas in the Teacher Guide (p. 26 / 27).

Friedrich Fröbel 
1782 - 1852
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Let‘s play and experience Fröbel - again!
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More  
information 

in our Teacher 
Guide!

ACCORDING   
TO FROEBEL,   

A CHILD‘S FIRST TOY 
IS THE BALL.

Have fun while playing and discovering the play gifts!

Gift 4, 5, 5B and 6 become increa-
singly complex and allow for many 
more laying and building variations.
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This is followed by the page with 
the first line drawing in the style 
of Fröbel as a building template.

In total 

4040  
motif templates 

for gift 3-6!

On the next page there is a photo  
of the object with an illustration  
showing what the object might show.


